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Abstract
Reconstructing the surface of highly specular objects is a
challenging task. The shapes of diffuse and rough specular
objects can be captured in an uncontrolled setting using
consumer equipment. In contrast, highly specular objects have
previously deterred capture in uncontrolled environments and
have only been reconstructed using tailor-made hardware. We
propose a method to reconstruct such objects in uncontrolled
environments using only commodity hardware. As input, our
method expects multi-view photographs of the specular object,
its silhouettes and an environment map of its surroundings.
We compare the reflected colors in the photographs with the
ones in the environment to form probability distributions over
the surface normals. As the effect of inter-reflections cannot
be ignored for highly specular objects, we explicitly model
them when forming the probability distributions. We recover the
shape of the object in an iterative process where we alternate
between estimating normals and updating the shape of the
object to better explain these normals.
We run experiments on both synthetic and real-world data,
that show our method is robust and produces accurate reconstructions with as few as 25 input photographs.

Figure 1. Our method. From left to right: The initialization from the
image silhouettes, our reconstruction, a synthetic rendering of our reconstruction and a real photograph of the object in the same environment.

Provided that the object is sufficiently far away from its
surroundings, our method is able to reconstruct the surface of
the object based only on a panoramic image of the environment
and around 30 calibrated photographs viewing the object from
different directions as well as their silhouettes. This enables
cost-effective in-the-field reconstruction of highly specular objects, such as historical artifacts that cannot be moved, let alone
sprayed with diffuse paint. The comparatively small number
of photographs required by our method could also facilitate fast
automated quality assessment of metallic mechanical parts.
Similarly to [28], we start from the visual hull of the object’s
shape, and build a probability distribution of the surface normals
based on correspondences between the colors reflected by the
object and those in the environment. We use these distributions
to form estimates of the surface normals, which are used to
iteratively reconstruct the object and its details. However, we
focus on highly specular objects while they target objects with
materials containing either a strong diffuse component and/or
rough specularities. As such, we cannot rely on the roughness
of the material to guide the optimization. Indeed the appearance
of a surface with a rough material varies smoothly as its shape
changes, this is not the case for highly specular materials.
We present four main contributions:

1. Introduction
3D reconstruction of both scenes and objects has become
accessible through photogrammetry, depth cameras and
affordable laser scanners. These technologies are designed with
the assumption that the objects are covered with diffuse materials, whose appearance does not change with the viewpoint.
Consequently, objects made of highly specular, mirror-like,
materials cannot be reconstructed using those methods unless
they have been covered with a diffuse coating. To date, such
objects can only be reconstructed in controlled environments,
using expensive, tailor-made hardware such as motor controlled
illumination [26, 5] or monitors displaying patterns [42].
We propose a method that accurately reconstructs mirror
reflective objects in a casual setting using a consumer camera.

• A Bayesian framework for estimating surface normals that is
robust to outliers by modeling the likelihood of an observed
color as a multivariate t-distribution.
• A method to incorporate inter-reflections into the probabilistic
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estimate of the surface normals by explicitly modeling them.
• A method to estimate frontier points based only on the visual
hull and its associated cameras.
• A publicly available dataset with both real and synthetic
specular objects, captured in uncontrolled environments, and
with associated ground truth geometry.
We also perform an analysis of the challenges associated
with reconstructing highly specular objects in this setting.
Namely, we investigate the impact of the proximity of
the environments as well as their variety, the handling of
inter-reflections and the sampling rate of the surface normals.

2. Related work
Our work fits within the larger problem of specular surface
reconstruction from images and is therefore related to a number
of techniques such as specular flow, shape from distortion and
controlled lighting. Refer to Ihrke et al. [14] for a general survey.

surfaces using the reflections of a known pattern displayed at the
end of a controllable robot arm. Similarly Weinmann et al. [42]
successfully reconstruct mirror-like objects using patterns reflected from screens surrounding them and captured with an arc
of eleven cameras. Such patterned illumination is also applied
to detect defects on glossy materials [22] or used for single
shot surface reconstruction [20]. Similarly Tarini et al. [38] use
multiple colored patterns, achieving high resolution and accurate
reconstruction, despite using only one viewpoint. Jacquet et
al. [15] use the deformation of straight lines reflected in the
windows of buildings to recover their near planar normal maps.
Although some of these approaches achieve good reconstruction accuracy they only apply for calibrated scenes where
the illumination is carefully controlled and hundreds of images
are typically required. In contrast, we utilize only a handful of
images and do not require any control over the environment
other than it being mostly static during capture.

2.2. Strong diffuse components
2.1. Specular surface reconstruction
Specular Flow. In specular flow, surfaces are derived by
tracking reflections (or virtual features [26]) of changing
illumination on them. Roth and Black [30] apply diffuse flow
to reconstruct a reflective surface containing diffuse markings.
Adato et al. [2] achieve simple surface reconstruction on realworld data using a specular flow formulation. More recently,
Sankaranarayanan et al. [32] successfully detect parabolic
points using image invariants on reflective surfaces. To refine
the specular flow approaches, Canas et al. propose a linear
formulation to simplify the optimization. They also attempt
to recover the surface using a single image [3, 1] and further
reduce the number of flows necessary for certain shapes [40].
These methods do not require prior knowledge of the environment but are sensitive to textureless environments (as they
rely on specular flow computation) assume a smooth surface
without occlusions and do not handle inter-reflections. Furthermore, the capture of real-world objects requires a complicated
setup where both the camera and the surface are attached to a
structure that rotates by a known motion to generate the needed
flow. Our method works on arbitrary closed surfaces, does not
rely on any custom built hardware and is easily reproducible.
Shape From Distortion. Shape from distortion relies on
the deformation of a given pattern reflected by the surface
of the object. Bonfort and Sturm [7] use the reflections
of a customized pattern to perform voxel carving of the
reflective surface. Savarese et al. [33, 34] recover a sparse
point set and their normals using correspondences between a
known checkerboard and its reflection. They also study how
humans perceive specular reflections on different surfaces [35].
Tappen [37] studies the recovery of surface normals for smooth,
reflective heightfield surfaces from a single photograph in an
unknown environment. Balzer et al. [5] reconstruct specular

The shape of a surface with a specular material can be
recovered with controlled illumination if it has a strong diffuse
component. Nehab et al. [24] mix a dense stereo framework
with an analysis of specular consistencies under a structured illumination to recover surface normals and depth. Tunwattanapong
et al. [39] recover the shape and normals in a controlled light
environment. To deal with non-Lambertian materials and shape
reconstruction Schultz [36] uses specular highlights to recover
the surface viewed from different angles. That approach has
been extended to specular surfaces such as [43], glossy surfaces
in [8], and even materials with inter-reflections in [31]. Further,
Hernández et al. [13] reconstruct non-Lambertian 3D objects using a multi-view photometric stereo framework. Zhou et al. [44]
extend the idea to support spatially varying isotropic materials.
Although related in spirit to our method as they handle
specularities, these methods still assume photoconsistency.
Our focus is on perfectly specular surfaces, for which this
assumption does not hold.
Shape from Natural Illumination. Johnson and Adelson [16] present a method to recover surface normals of
single-color lambertian objects from a single photograph and
a model of the environment in the form of a diffuse calibration
sphere. Oxholm and Nishino [27] extend this method by
using an environment map to fit a probabilistic model to the
reflectance of the object [25]. They further expand this work to
produce reconstructions from multiple calibrated images [28],
which shares many similarities with our work. Most notably,
they also represent the incident light field as an environment
map, form probability distributions of the surface normals and
iteratively refine both the surface geometry and the normals
to reconstruct the object. Their method is applicable to a wide
range of objects, provided that their materials either contain a
strong diffuse component or rough specularities.

However, their focus is not on recovering the shape of
objects exhibiting sharp specular reflections. This leaves
us without a viable solution for reconstructing such objects
in uncontrolled environments. In contrast, our method is
tailor-made to reconstruct purely specular objects. Our model
for the distribution of the surface normals is able to cope with
the high frequency information observed in mirror reflections,
is robust to outliers and explicitly handles inter-reflections.

3. Method
We aim to reconstruct a reflective object that can be
characterized by its closed surface S. We assume that the
object is small enough with respect to its surroundings to
treat the environment as infinitely far away. We represent
the incident light field as an environment map E(r), i.e. a
function that maps directions to colors, (see Figure 2). In this
setting, the color of a surface point v ∈ S, observed from the
direction of the eye vector e, only depends on the surface
normal n and the position of the camera I relative to v. The
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Figure 2. Our model. Light from the environment map E(r) hits
vertex v and is reflected about the unknown normal n. The reflection
follows eye vector e toward camera I

user obtains a set of calibrated photographs of the surface, seen
from different viewpoints. We use the observed color in an
image to infer the possible normals at v. If every point in the
environment had a unique color, a single lookup would reveal
the normal explaining v’s color. However, similar colors might
be explained by different normals. For example, a large range
of normals can explain a blue sky reflection, or observing green
could mean reflecting grass or trees, introducing ambiguity. We
reduce this uncertainty by combining the multiple observations
of the same surface point from different viewing directions.
Overview. Our method proceeds as follows (see Figure 3):
Our initial surface estimate Se is a visual hull [19] formed
through voxel carving from the calibrated cameras and hand
made object silhouettes. A triangulated mesh of the visual
hull is generated using screened Poisson surface reconstruction
[18], then remeshed using [10] to ensure uniform triangle
shape and size. This eliminates the need to compensate for
different shapes and areas in the surface optimization. As
described in Section 3.1, we build a probability distribution
over the possible normals for each vertex, by comparing the
observed colors against the ones in the environment. We

Figure 3. Our pipeline. The user captures multi-view images of
a reflective object. The visual hull is constructed from masks of
the object in each image. From this initialization and a captured
environment map, our method alternates between refining the surface
normals and its shape, to explain the observed reflections.

account for the estimated material’s tint and inter-reflections
before merging the probability distributions obtained from each
of the photographs using Bayesian inference. In Section 3.2,
we extract a representative normal for each vertex by assuming
local smoothness, and then refine the mesh to better explain
these normals. This procedure is then iterated until convergence.
We also propose, in Section 3.2.2, an efficient and robust
method to estimate frontier points [11, 9] on the initial mesh.

3.1. Estimating normal distributions
Model. Given a vertex v on a surface Se, we denote
I ={Ik }k=1...K as the set of cameras which v is visible to and
cok as its observed color in the image from Ik , see Figure 2.
We uniformly and densely sample the normal space S 2 to form
a discrete probability distribution over each vertex’s normal.
We model the conditional probability of observing v’s color
given a normal n in image Ik as a multivariate t-distribution
t (Appendix A), centered on the color of the environment
expected to be reflected from this viewpoint: cek (n). We
choose the multivariate t-distribution because it is robust to
outliers thanks to its heavy tails.
Given the current surface estimate, we identify two cases
where reflection is impossible. First, if the normal n is facing
away from the observer, i.e. if the angle between n and the
eye vector ek is larger than 90◦. Second, if the reflected vector
rn(ek ) crosses the local tangent plane, i.e. if the angle between
rn(ek ) and the current surface normal nm is larger than 90◦.
Interestingly, the naive solution of assigning probability zero to
such normals prevents deep concavities from being recovered.
To resolve this, we model the probability of observing any
color as a uniform distribution u(cok ) if the normal produces
an impossible reflection. Formally,
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t(cok |cek (n),ν,σ ), if ek ·n>0
P (cok |n)=
(1)
and rn(ek )·nm >0


u(cok ),
otherwise,

where we set σ = 0.01, ν = 0.01 in all our experiments. We
define the support of the uniform distribution to be the volume
[0,ĉ]3, where ĉ is the largest value for all of the combined color
channels of the environment map, i.e. u(cok )=ĉ−3.
Modeling the probability of an observed color this way
assigns high likelihoods to good samples, while not completely
discarding normals producing outliers. We found that outliers
fit into two main categories:
• The estimated surface originating from space carving will
not exhibit interior concavities. This means that a vertex v
far away from the true surface S is likely to give observations
produced by different normals for each image, see Figure 4a.
Similarly to [28], we alleviate this issue by not considering
observations for which the angle between the current surface
normal and the view direction is larger than 60◦.
• When an observation is the result of an inter-reflection, see
Figure 4b, the normal best explaining such a color will not
correspond to the true surface normal. Later in this section
we describe a method to explicitly model such observations.

(a) Concavities.

(b) Inter-reflections.

Figure 4. Outliers. In these cases the reflected color cannot be
explained by the estimated surface or the local normal alone.

We assume each observation is independent and use Bayes’
rule to compute the posterior probability distributions over the
normals at each vertex. That is,
P (nj |I) = P (nj )

K
Y
P (cok |nj )

,

(2)

X
P (cok |nj )P (nj ).

(3)

k=1

P (cok ) =

P (cok )

j

We set the prior P (nj ) to follow a discretized von Mises-Fisher
distribution centered around the current mesh normal for each
vertex v and with concentration parameter κ = 25 for both
real-world and synthetic data (Appendix A). As can be seen in
Figure 6, the influence of the prior decreases with the number
of observations.
Material estimation. We model the surface material as a
tinted perfect mirror with no diffuse component. In other
words, we express the color cek (n) reaching the observer as
the reflected color from the environment map E scaled by an
RGB triplet ρ. Formally,
cek (n)=ρE(rn(ek )),

(4)

Figure 5. Inter-reflections. Left: We found that the vast majority of observations are the results of either direct reflections (dark blue) or singlebounce inter-reflections (light blue). Right: Ignoring inter-reflections
causes artifacts (right) not present in our reconstructions (left)

where rn(ek ) is the reflection of the eye vector ek about a
normal n at vertex v. The Fresnel effect is significant only for
observations at glancing angles, as we discard such observations
we do not incorporate it in our material model.
To compute the material tint, we use the estimated surface
to obtain the colors E(rn(ek )) for each vertex in all of the
photographs. We then obtain ρ by mapping these colors to the
observed ones using a robust linear regression with 20 samples
and 104 RANSAC iterations.
Inter-reflections. We classify the observations as either
direct reflections or inter-reflections. A direct reflection is the
result of a single mirror reflection between the environment and
the observer. In contrast, an inter-reflection is the result of two
or more perfect mirror reflections on the surface of the object,
see Figure 4b. These observations are difficult to model because
instead of depending on a single surface normal, an arbitrary
number of surface normals may be needed to explain them.
However, we observe that, as seen in Figure 5, most of the
observations can be modeled as either a direct reflection (dr) or
a single bounce inter-reflection (ir). Based on this observation,
we focus on the first level of inter-reflection only. A simple
but naive approach is to ignore an observation if it would be an
inter-reflection given the current estimate of the surface. This
would however be a waste of information. We instead choose to
augment cek to explicitly take inter-reflections into account by
ray-tracing the estimated surface Se and computing the colors
resulting from one bounce reflections. In other words,
(
cek (n)

=

ρE(rn(ek ))
ρ2E(rnir (k)(rn(ek )))

(dr)
(ir),

(5)

where nir (k) is the normal where the reflected ray intersects
with the mesh again (see Figure 4b).
Even though this method is an approximation because of the
use of the estimated surface Se, its accuracy increases with the
number of iterations as the surface gets refined. Figure 5 shows
that it significantly improves the results and that an artifact-free
reconstruction would not be possible without explicitly handling
inter-reflections.

3.2. Optimization
We use the estimated probability distributions for the surface
normals to drive the shape of the object. Taking heed of the
experimental evaluation performed by Hernandez et al. [41],
we do not directly refine the mesh based on the probability
distributions, but adopt a two-step process instead.
We first extract representative normals ni for each vertex vi
on the surface while enforcing local smoothness (Section 3.2.1).
We then refine the surface to better explain these normals
(Section 3.2.2). To adequately constrain this problem, we
make use of frontier points (Section 3.2.3) whose positions
are guaranteed to match those of the original object. We
iterate this process until convergence, making use the refined
surface at each iteration to produce more confident probability
distributions for the surface normals.
3.2.1 Representative normals
We fix the location of all vertices and model the extraction of
a representative normal ni for every vertex vi as an energy
minimization problem. Its objective function consists of two
distinct parts,
En =αdEd +αsEs,
(6)
where Ed is the data term and Es is the smoothness term.
We set αd = 1, αs = 5×105 and initialize each normal to the
global maximum of its corresponding distribution in all our
experiments.
Data term. The first term penalizes normals that have low
probability according to the estimated distributions. Specifically,
Ed =

X
2
|logP (ni)| .

(7)

i

As the distributions of the normals are discretized, we remodel
the continuous density in log-space by placing von Mises-Fisher
distributions at each discrete probability sample P (np). Namely,
logP (ni)∝

X
T
logP (np)eκnp ni ,

cost depends on the mean of the normal vectors in the one-ring
neighborhood. In other words,
X
1 X
ni ·nj |2,
(9)
Es =
|1−
|N
|
i
i
j∈Ni

where Ni is the one-ring neighborhood of vi.
3.2.2 Surface refinement
We refine the surface to better explain the now fixed representative normals. Again, we model this problem as the
minimization of an objective function consisting of three
distinct parts. Namely,
Em =αmeshEmesh +αv Ev +αfpEfp,

(10)

where Emesh is the normal term, Ev is the volume term and Efp
is the frontier point term. We set αmesh =10, αv =1 and αfp =1
in all our experiments. For these parameters to work across
multiple scales we resize the mesh for the surface refinement so
that the average edge size is unit length. Furthermore, inspired
by [23] we only allow for vertices to be displaced along their
representative normals during the optimization to minimize the
occurrence of self-intersecting triangles.
Normal term. For the purpose of matching the mesh to the
optimized normals we employ the linear cost Emesh from [23].
This cost enforces the edges in the one-ring neighborhood
Ni around each vertex vi to be perpendicular to its estimated
normal ni. Formally,
X X
Emesh =
|ni ·(vj −vk )|2.
(11)
i j,k∈Ni

Volume term. We introduce a penalty to prevent the mesh
from increasing in volume compared to the visual hull. We
define this penalty as
X
Ev =
|max(0,ni ·(vi −v̄i))|2,
(12)
i

where v̄i is the vertex closest to vi on the visual hull.
(8)

p

where we set κ = θd−2. For large values of κ, the angle θd
roughly corresponds to one standard deviation (Appendix A).
We initialize θd to 5◦ and linearly decrease it to reach 2◦, its
minimum value, at the fifth iteration of the entire optimization
process.
Smoothness term. The second term ensures local smoothness of the normals, while not penalizing curvature. This
formulation avoids the caveats of a simple per-edge dot product,
which would only yield zero cost for flat surfaces. Instead our

Frontier point term. In epipolar geometry contour generators [11, 9] are the set of 3D curves, one per camera, where
the ground truth surface coincides with the visual hull. Each of
these curves projects onto the silhouette contour in its associated
image. Points which lie at the intersection of two contour
generators are frontier points. If found, such points can be used
as unbiased and strong constraints in the surface optimization
to anchor the location of vertices and avoid drift. Based on this,
we penalize vertices close to frontier points for deviating from
their initial visual hull positions. In other words,
X
2
2
Efp =
||vi −v̄i||2e−ri /2σfp ,
(13)
i

0
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(a) Prior
(b) 3 observations
(c) 6 observations
(d) 9 observations
Figure 6. The evolution of the probability distribution (seen in log-space) over the possible normals for a vertex. The prior is a von Mises-Fisher
distribution centered on the current surface normal. As the vertex is observed in more images, we see that the distribution becomes more confident
and its mode (the circle) approaches the ground truth normal (the cross).

where ri is the distance from vi to the closest point in the set
of frontier points and σfp =3.
3.2.3 Estimating frontier points
As our initial surface estimate is in the form of a visual hull,
we cannot rely on its contours alone to identify frontier points.
Indeed, points on the visual hull that project onto the contour
of a given image I form a superset of the associated contour
generator. For smooth surfaces, a frontier point v associated
with two cameras I and I 0 has its normal orthogonal to the
epipolar plane defined by the triplet (v,I,I 0). A naive method
would identify a vertex as a frontier point if it lies on the
contours in two images and if its normal is orthogonal to the
corresponding epipolar plane. However, we found this method
unreliable and prone to false positives due to approximate
contours and inaccurate initial normals.

Figure 7. Frontier points. The vertices va ,vb and vc all lie on the
contours in the images taken from I and I 0 . Only vc is not identified as
a frontier point as the epipolar plane (the purple-green line) crosses the
union of the projective neighborhoods Nc (I) and Nc (I 0 ) (highlighted
in red).

Instead, we observe that a plane intersecting the surface at
a vertex v, but no other point in its neighborhood, is a tangent
plane at v. Based on this observation, we identify a vertex vi
that lies on the contour in two images I and I 0 as a frontier point
if its neighborhood does not cross the epipolar plane (Figure 7).
To cope with inaccurate contours, we let the neighborhood of vi
depend on I and I 0. Specifically, we define the neighborhood
of vi as the union of the projective neighborhoods Ni(I) and
Ni(I 0), where Ni(I) is the set of points that lie on the contour
from I and are inside a narrow cone with radius rfp at vi.
We set rfp to be 7.5 times the average edge length in all our
experiments.

Post-processing
Once the surface has been refined, the assumption of a uniform
triangulation no longer holds. Indeed, our energy terms do not
prevent irregular triangle shapes and inverted faces. Modifying
the terms to prevent such issues introduces more parameters
and did not converge to the right solution in our experiments.
Instead, we correct the issues in a post-processing step identical
to how we obtain the triangulated mesh from the visual hull.

4. Implementation and results
Data capture We generated our synthetic dataset by
rendering 36 views of four different objects, KITTY, BUNNY,
PLANCK and ROCKERARM. Each object was rendered using
three different high-dynamic-range (HDR) environment maps
TOKYO, PAPERMILL and LOFT, all freely available online [6].
To investigate the effect of breaking the assumption that the
environment is infinitely far away, we also rendered the objects
in the 3D scene SPONZA using a global illumination path tracer.
Our real-world dataset contains three objects, PIGGY, TEDDY
and HEAVYMETAL captured in two scenes, THEATER and
CHURCH. Capturing all objects in one scene took approximately
50 minutes on site. We obtained the images for this dataset by
merging bracketed DSLR photographs into linear HDR images.
The environment map was obtained by stitching together wideangle photographs. We manually created the silhouette images
using standard image editing software, which took roughly one
hour per object. We also acquired accurate geometry for PIGGY
and TEDDY by coating them with diffusing spray and laser scanning them. The camera extrinsics and intrinsics were recovered
using a standard structure from motion package [21] and we attached texture rich postcards to the tripod supporting the objects
to ensure good calibration. We aligned the environment map and
the structure from motion coordinate space in less than ten minutes by manually locating four point correspondences in the environment map and the background of the object’s photographs
and then applying Kabsch’s algorithm [17] to align them.
Optimization. We use the HEALpix projection [12] to uniformly sample the normal space S 2 with Np = 12×4Nr samples. Unless mentioned otherwise we use the resolution exponent Nr =5 and Np =12288 samples. We downsample the en-

vironment map to match the sampling density of S 2. The distributions are computed on a GPU and the Optix Prime ray tracing
library [29] is used to resolve visibilities and inter-reflections.
We use the Ceres Solver library [4] implementation of the
L-BFGS algorithm to both extract representative normals and
refine the surface estimate. The optimizations are run with an
unbounded number of iterations until the convergence criterion
dE/E < 10−6 is met. In the pre- and post-processing stages
we remesh all our surfaces to contain 50000 vertices.

4.1. Synthetic results
To test our method and validate the assumptions it relies
on, we ran a set of experiments using our synthetic dataset.
See Figure 10 for qualitative results of our method on a cross
section of the synthetic dataset.
Environments and inter-reflections. In Figure 9 we see that
the choice of environment only weakly affects the reconstruction quality. In the same figure, we also analyze the impact
of inter-reflections on the reconstruction quality. As can be
seen from the convergence plots, ignoring inter-reflections often
causes the reconstruction to diverge. Discarding observations
that would be inter-reflections based the current surface estimate
wastes useful data and does not reach the reconstruction quality
of our explicit method.
Proximity. To evaluate the impact of the object’s proximity to
the environment on the reconstruction quality, we rendered two
new versions of BUNNY in SPONZA. One where it is twice as
large and one where it is twice as small. As the size of the scene
remains constant, the visual angle of the object in the images
increases with the size of the object as the observer is unable to
move further away. Intuitively, the reconstruction of the larger
object should be of lower quality as the reflections disagree
more with the environment map due to parallax. In our other
experiments, the visual angle of BUNNY is 10◦. As expected,
the reconstruction error of the small version (5◦) is 7.4% lower
while the error increases by 8.3% for the large version (20◦).
Resolution. Table 1 shows that the final reconstruction error
is not heavily affected by the choice of the sampling density of

(a) Our interpretation of [28]
(b) Our method
Figure 8. Reconstructions of TEDDY and PIGGY in THEATER after
5 iterations of either our original method or a modified version that
uses [28] to compute the distributions over the surface normals.

the normal space S 2. In our other experiments, we use Nr =5
as it is a good compromise between speed and quality.
Resolution exponent Nr
2
3
4
5
6
7
-21.74% -31.22% -31.24% -31.86% -32.58% -32.8%
Table 1. The decrease in RMS error compared to the visual hull for
BUNNY in SPONZA when varying Nr for the sampling density of S 2 .

4.2. Real-world results
We also evaluate our method on a real-world dataset, see
Figure 11 for qualitative results. Despite the challenges of
real-world capture, our method accurately reconstructs the
objects. Our method recovers deep concavities such as the palm
of HEAVYMETAL and fine details such as the eyes of PIGGY.
Results from the CHURCH scene show that it is hard to recover
from false positive frontier points. Scene specific parameters
could alleviate this, but we used the same parameters in all
experiments. See Figure 1 for our reconstruction of TEDDY
in the INCEPTION scene and the video in the supplemental
material for more real-world results.
Comparison with [28]. Although Oxholm and Nishino [28]
do not explicitly target highly specular objects, their BRDF
model does in theory support this case. Unfortunately, we
cannot directly compare our methods as they were unable to
run their method on new datasets and it is not possible to run
our method on their dataset due to poorly calibrated images.
Instead, we modified our method to compute the distributions over the surface normals using their algorithm, keeping
the rest of our pipeline identical. This compromise was made
as using their area priors during surface refinement led to
worse reconstructions (Appendix B). Figure 8 shows that this
introduces bumps on the reconstructed surfaces, because their
method is sensitive to outliers without a BRDF that smooths
out the high frequency components in the environment.

5. Conclusion
We have presented a method to accurately recover the shape
of highly specular objects in uncontrolled environments from
a small number of photographs. To our knowledge, our method
is the first to achieve this using only commodity hardware.
Our method has some limitations. It requires handmade
silhouettes of the object in the input photographs, which
introduces the risk of false positive frontier points as these
are deterministically constructed from the silhouettes and our
optimization framework does not always recover from such
points. Interesting avenues for future work would be to partially
or fully automate the silhouette extraction and improve the
silhouette constraints in the surface optimization.
Finally, to encourage comparison and further work, source
code and datasets are available on the project webpage.
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Figure 9. Left. The RMS error relative to that of the initial visual hull for four synthetic objects, each rendered in four environments. Our method
is robust to varied environments and converges in under 10 iterations. Middle. The panoramic image of the four synthetic environments we
used in our experiments, as well as the two environments in which we captured our real-world objects. Right. The RMS error relative to that
of the visual hull for different strategies that deal with inter-reflections: Ignoring inter-reflections all together (no IR), discarding observations
that inter-reflect given the estimated surface (simple IR) and our explicit method (IR).
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Figure 10. Our reconstructions of synthetic objects compared to one
of the input photographs and the ground truth mesh. Left to right:
BUNNY in the SPONZA scene, KITTY in TOKYO, ROCKERARM in
LOFT and PLANCK in PAPERMILL. All objects were reconstructed
from 36 input photographs. The last row shows the reconstruction
errors relative to the bounding box diagonals.

Figure 11. Our reconstructions of real-world objects compared to
an input photograph and a laser scan (where applicable). Left to
right: HEAVYMETAL and PIGGY in the THEATER scene (35 and
25 input photographs respectively), HEAVYMETAL and TEDDY in
the CHURCH scene (27 and 26 input photographs respectively). The
last row shows the reconstruction errors relative to the bounding box
diagonals.
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